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APRIL 2020 U.S. INDUSTRY PERFORMANCE

$13.76 / -85.2%
Guest Paid RevPAR

4,996
Hotels Closed

94.3% / +258bps
COPE %

The economic shock from COVID-19 was uneven by booking channel,
chain scale, and market

Direct Booking Channels (Property Direct/Brand.com/Voice) comprised more
than 75% of the bookings in April 2020, the likes of which the industry has not
experienced since before 2015. Group is now ~5% of the total demand, a
historically upper tier hotel driven segment. Also, the nature of this pandemic
such that groups of 10+ people cannot congregate has had immense
consequences on the group segment. It is useful to note that demand loss is the
biggest driver of the COVID-19 Impact, whereas ADR is less impacted.

April 2020

Note: As a reminder year-over-
year performance must be
considered against the mix of
supply. More lower tier hotels
are open, which historically rely
more on Property Direct.
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* Kalibri Labs measures Contribution to Operating Profit and Expense percentage (COPE %), also known as profit contribution – a key performance 
indicator showing the portion of room revenue remaining after commissions, transaction costs and channel costs are removed.
** Guest Paid Revenue is the total of what the guest paid for the booking – what the hotel collected plus associated costs of acquisition.
*** All data is measured year over year.

February 2020
COVID-19 Impacted Midscale Hotels the least

By Chain Scale
Where demand shifted the most

By Market
Largest Lead Time Impacts

KL Analysis: Demand is the primary
driver for this recession, which is
uneven by chain scale. Luxury hotels,
which mostly exist in urban markets,
experienced a severe demand drop-off
in April 2020, as compared to Midscale,
which felt less impact from COVID-19.
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KL Analysis: Lead time is a unique indicator in COVID-19 and could help measure consumer
confidence in travel. While the time between when a booking was made and when the
guest stayed was down 50.73% for the Total U.S. in April to a short 11.21 days in advance,
the figure varied slightly by city. Note, Houston had the shortest lead time of 8.28 days, but
also the least decline (-57.0%)

SUBSCRIBE TO THE FULL HIPO
Weekly data through April 17th shows continued trends of hotel closures and declining
Group and Corporate demand. Stay Kalibrated on these metrics and many more by
monitoring our weekly U.S. Dashboard: kalibrilabs.com/industry-health. Upgrade to a paid
Hotel Industry Performance Overview (HIPO) subscription for any of the Top 25 Markets
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April 2020 YoY Demand Decline by Chain Scale


